Elephant on the loose by Kim Watson, 2001, Simon Spotlight/Nick Jr. edition, in English - 1st ed. Benefits of donating. When you donate a physical book to the Internet Archive, your book will enjoy: Beautiful high-fidelity digitization. Long-term archival preservation. Free controlled digital library access by the print-disabled and public‡. Open Library is a project of the Internet Archive, a 501(c)(3) non-profit. Borrow Listen. Preview. Preview Book. —Close. See more about this book on Archive.org. Want to Read. 1 2 3 4 5. 25-may-2013 - Explora el tablero "Elephants: Books" de Cactilia, que 350 personas siguen en Pinterest. Ver más ideas sobre Elefantes, Libros, Thing 1.Â In very good condition with a bit of loose binding at the back of the book. Inventory # 30391. Cuentos Infantiles Para Leer Libros Para NiÃ±os Cuentos Creativos Libros Gratis Cuentos De Valores Infantil Proyectos Equidad De Genero Autor Educar En Valores. Â Favorite Childhood Books. This is the beginning of approximately three posts on the children's/adolescent books from my past. I thought about writing a single post with the top five of my favorites, but it's just impossible for me to narrow them down. I can, however, categorize them and then list my top favourites from each category: Fiction Children'sâ€¦ This is a cute little book featuring the preschool hero of Bill Cosby's animated series on PBS, Little Bill. Since the illustrations (which are fabulous, by the way) appear to be done in the very same style as the television cartoon, I suspect they may be stills from an actual episode. If that's the case, the writers have done a remarkable job of translating it into a kid's picture book. Little Bill himself is a kid who lives downtown with his family and his pet hamster, Elephant. One day, while LB is distracted, Elephant wanders off in his bedroom before he could be put back in